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About This Game

Terra Mystica is a strategy game with a simple game principle and very little luck involved: You govern one of 20 factions
trying to transform the Landscap 5d3b920ae0
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I looked forward to Terra Mystica, not just for myself but for others who could learn the game and enjoy it that didn't have a
nearby audience that would be attuned to these types of games. The digital version, instead of facilitating adoption, inhibits it
with a grossly haphazard interface that adds even *more* confusing learning points than the game itself. Terra Mystica is a
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simple game with lots of iconic considerations. The digital version obscures the simplicity beyond esoteric interface decisions, a
tutorial that leaves more questions than answers, and a lackluster presentation rife with inconsistencies and dead ends. As a
rendition of Terra Mystica, it's sufficient in the way a service elevator will get you to another floor, and no more. Absolutely
could have been a highmark achievement and an opportunity to make Terra Mystica available to a large audience, but fails..
Painfully layered UI, slow + glitchy play, random crashes / hangups. It seems as though whoever churned this out made it for
small-screen devices and called it a half day. Terra Mystica is a good boardgame. This digital version is a dumpster fire..
Awesome board game gets an awesome video game port. There's a bit of a learning curve if you haven't played the tabletop
version, but there are plenty of youtube videos that can show you how fairly quickly.. It's Terra Mystica on Steam.. I wasn't able
to complete the tutorial or my first game because some of the UI windows would get stuck or in an inconsistent state. This
happened when using the undo function. No Medium or Hard AI is a big minus too.

Terra Mystica 1.28 : - fixed another instance of the double syphon bug - fixed AI bug related to the giants. Patchnotes 1.25 : -
fixed Mermaid bug that enabled to always build a town with only 3 buildings when using their ability - fixed an UI bug that
enabled you to take an action of an opponent which the server would refuse. - turned the Cult track into landscape position to
make it completely visible - added the possibility to write notes for each games to distinguish games better - shovels received as
cult bonus are now optional for games created with v1.25+ - minor console improvements - fixed the clock being swapped with
another player when passing for a bonus tile - fixed a bug where building a city with the mermaid ability after building
something that triggered power gains would cause the game not to accept the move. - added the option to add AI opponents on
casual games - added Fire&Ice (BETA) for local games.. 1.17 Patchnotes : - Giants terraform bug fixed We had a problem with
the new update. Should work now.. Terra Mystica Version 40 : - Fixed vulcan factions crashing online games when having to
pick a color - Acolytes can now split cult gains acquired through bonus spades at the end of a round (only for newly created
games) - Riverwalkers now correctly start with only 1 Priest - Riverwalkers can now get a new terrain type from a conversion -
Undoing when placing a house as a Riverwalker now works - Fixed buildable Fields sometimes not showing up for Riverwalkers
- Fixed Settlement scoring - Fixed a display error on the Yeti board - Fixed bug with Giants not getting points for digging with
Workers - Fixed a bug where you would sometimes pay full price for a Tradehouse connected to another player through a
Bridge - Merged cult gains into one action to prevent problems when reaching multiple top position of the Cult track - Fixed
pressing undo during animations could lead to illegal states in local games. Controller support now in beta : We just put a new
version live. It fixes quite a few bugs related to fire and ice and adds controller support in a beta stage.. Version 1.52: Fire & Ice
released : We are happy to announce, that the Beta is over and all of you brave Steam-settlers now can play the Fire & Ice addon
against players on all platforms (including the mobile ones). Adding 6 more exciting new races to the realm of Terra Mystica
and two totally new terrains! The competition gets even tougher as mysterious Yetis, cold hearted Ice Maidens,
travellingRiverwalkers, adaptable Shapeshifters, devoted Acolytes and powerful Dragonlords shape the lands to their will. These
all new factions bring deep tactical options and new strategies to the digital table.
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